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The summary below is for educational purposes only.  Please call us with any questions or if you would like to 

schedule a review or discuss other financial matters. 

 
Looking Back - One Year Later  

It has been one year since the World Health Organization declared the Covid outbreak a pandemic.  If we 

travel back to March 2020, we were bracing for lockdowns, shelter-in-place restrictions, and traveling to 

the grocery store to stock up on staples. 

Index Q1 Return* Value as of Dec 31, 2020 
 DJIA1 7.76% 30,606.48 
 NASDAQ Composite2 2.78% 12,888.28 
 S&P 500 Index3 5.77% 3,756.07 
 The Global Dow4 9.36% 3,488.15 
Bond Yields Yield as of March 31  &  Q1 Change* Yield as of Dec 31, 2020 
 3-month T-bill 0.03% -0.06% 0.09% 
 2-year Treasury 0.16%  0.03% 0.13% 
 10-year Treasury 1.74%  0.81% 0.93% 
 30-year Treasury 2.41%  0.76% 1.65% 
Commodities Price as of March 31  &  Q1 Change* Price as of Dec 31, 2020 
 Oil per barrel5 $59.16 $10.64 $48.52 
 Gold per ounce6 $1,713.80 $-181.30 $1,895.10 
Sources: U.S. Treasury, MarketWatch, *Q1: Dec 31, 2020 – March 31, 2021  and  YTD: Dec 31, 2020 – Mar 31, 20210 

The jolt to the economy and fear of Covid led to the steepest downturn in economic activity that has ever 

been recorded.  The lion’s share of the damage occurred in Q2, which saw a record 31.4% annualized 

drop in GDP (U.S. BEA – quarterly records date back to 1947). 

Meanwhile, the S&P 500 Index lost 34% of its value in a little over one month, according to S&P 500 data 

from the St. Louis Federal Reserve. 

With uncharacteristic speed, the Federal Reserve jumped into action, announcing a host of new programs. 

Its response went well beyond the 2008 financial crisis. 

The Federal government quickly passed the $2.2 trillion CARES Act, which provided generous jobless 

benefits, stimulus checks, paycheck protection loans, and more. 

Investors reacted to the generosity and anticipated a robust economic recovery.  By the end of August, the 

S&P 500 Index surpassed its February high (St. Louis Federal Reserve data).



A new relief package was passed at the end of December, and a much costlier bill, the American Rescue 

Plan Act, was signed into law last month.  While the $1.9 trillion price tag has led to criticism, it will send a 

tsunami of money into the economy. 

 

Nonetheless, the pandemic has created economic distortions that have yet to dissipate.  The trend towards 

online buying has accelerated, and big box retailers that were deemed essential have excelled. 

Though we are seeing progress, some service-related industries have struggled to adapt to the new normal 

and remain well below pre-pandemic output. 

Government support and U.S. economic resilience  

The rollout of the vaccines, trillions of dollars being injected into the economy, and very low interest rates 

have supported economic growth and helped fuel the stock market rally over the last year. 

Since bottoming on March 23, 2020, the S&P 500 Index has gained an astounding 77.58% through March 

31, 2021.  Figure 2 highlights the performance of the longest running bull markets since WWII. 
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After one year, today’s bull market is just ahead of the one-year performance of the last bull run, which 

began in March 2009.  But it is important to point out that a fast start is not always indicative of future 

performance. The long running bull market of the 1990s was ranked last after the first year. 

Where are we headed from here?  Much will depend on the economy, corporate profits, Federal Reserve 

policy, bond yields, and inflation.  The Fed raised its outlook in March, boosting its 2021 GDP forecast from 

December’s estimate of 4.2% to a fast-paced 6.5%.  The rollout of the vaccines and new government 

money are largely responsible for the outlook, though I must caution, as most economists missed the 

strong rebound, forecasts are simply educated estimates.  Still, the economic outlook is favorable based 

on today’s information.  

Reviewing second-year S&P 500 performance from bull markets that were born out of a bear market that 

registered at least a 30% decline: +17% average return in the second year, including a 10% peak-to-trough 

decline (LPL Research; past performance is no guarantee of future results). 

While the fundamentals have been favorable, never rule out the possibility of volatility. 

 

 

We recognize that you have a choice of financial services firms, and we appreciate 

and value your continued support.  Our goal is to provide our clients with the very 

best service, and we are always pleased to assist you in any way we can. 

Please let us know if you have any questions or if you would like to schedule a review 

or discuss other financial matters.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 The Dow Jones Industrials Average is an unmanaged index of 30 major companies which cannot be invested into directly. Past performance 
does not guarantee future results. 

2 The NASDAQ Composite is an unmanaged index of companies which cannot be invested into directly. Past performance does not guarantee 
future results. 

3 The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged index of 500 larger companies which cannot be invested into directly. Past performance does not 
guarantee future results. 

4 The Global Dow is an unmanaged index composed of stocks of 150 top companies. It cannot be invested into directly. Past performance 
does not guarantee future results. 

5 CME Group front-month contract; Prices can and do vary; past performance does not guarantee future results. 

6 CME Group front-month contract; Prices can and do vary; past performance does not guarantee future results. 



Securities, insurance, and advisory services offered through SagePoint Financial, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC. Additional 
insurance services offered through LEER Financial Wealth Management LLC, who is not affiliated with SagePoint Financial Inc. 
or registered as a broker-dealer. 
 
All items discussed in this report are for informational purposes only, are not advice of any kind, and are not intended as a 
solicitation to buy, hold, or sell any securities. Nothing contained herein constitutes tax, legal, insurance, or investment advice. 
 
Stocks and bonds and commodities are not FDIC insured and can fall in value, and any investment information, securities and 
commodities mentioned in this report may not be suitable for everyone. 
 
U.S. Treasury bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed by the U.S. government and, if held to maturity, offer a fixed rate of 
return and guaranteed principal value. U.S. government bonds are issued and guaranteed as to the timely payment of principal 
and interest by the federal government. Treasury bills are certificates reflecting short-term (less than one year) obligations of 
the U.S. government. 
 
Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. Different investments involve different degrees of risk, and there 
can be no assurance that the future performance of any investment, security, commodity, or investment strategy that is 
referenced will be profitable or be suitable for your portfolio. 
 
The information has been obtained from sources considered to be reliable, but we do not guarantee that the foregoing material 
is accurate or complete. The information contained in this report does not purport to be a complete description of the securities, 
markets, or developments referred to in this material. Any information is not a complete summary or statement of all available 
data necessary for making an investment decision and does not constitute a recommendation. 
 
Before making any investments or making any type of investment decision, please consult with your financial advisor and 
determine how a security may fit into your investment portfolio, how a decision may affect your financial position and how it may 
impact your financial goals. 
 
All opinions are subject to change without notice in response to changing market and/or economic conditions. 
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We would like to say thanks to the many clients and friends who 
have paid us the highest compliment by referring business to us.  
We look forward to continuing this mutually rewarding 
exchange. 
 
If you know of a colleague or friend who could benefit from our 
assistance and services, please let us know. 


